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The story "Mud house: As long as the sun-moon" contains the light and air of the deprived
Bengal region in the reality of the Second World War. The story written in that context can be
found in the story of building a mud house.However, the author wished that this would not only
be a story of building a mud house, but also the social structure and social class structure of
Radhbanga would be clear through the course of events of house building.But he could not
finish the story completely. Yet there is a kind of ending here. And in this story, which was
originally written under the auspices of dialogue, the artistry of the author is also felt.



MUD-HOUSEAs long as the sun-moonByFrances S NashTable of ContentsPart OnePart
TwoPart ThreePart FourPart OneOrdinary people of the village. He must have a cigarette in his
ear. It has a pencil in its ear. Understandably, the pencil is used. He is an illiterate man. What to
do with the pencil! But he can't do without paper and pencil. Not scaled, a white notebook is
always with him. The fair-skinned man is bald-headed, with a little raw-ripe hair on his neck,
shaving his beard and moustache. The best of the village gave him some ammonia fertilizer
because he wanted to eat a handful of sugar in the ration shop. The man thought, when there is
sugar, then why bald head. Turning his hand over his head, he saw the hand with his mouth in
his mouth. But he is not angry. Eyes frown.This afternoon, he says, 'You are a great scholar. The
earthen house will be built, what is there in it? This is the book I have brought; tell me as you
wish, I am drawing in the book. 'No, Hanif will not be like that, and I will build a completely
different house.Don't make it. Want more house? Tell me, how many houses do you want?
Besides, I am building five houses.Oh no. I will build a mud house, and it is a house which has
no other floor.What are you talking about?Far away, there must be a two-story building. I will do
three floors.Tell that to the scholar! Three-story mud house? Has anyone done this here?I will
show it because I have not done it.Where is your walled place? The whole six and a half Katha.
When he bought it from Binodbabu, he measured it himself. Two houses were already there, and
not now, broken. Now six and a half sticks are the same. There is no tickling anywhere. There are
two fig trees in the two corners and a guava tree next to the pub's walls.The bigger the house,
the less space it will take.Except for the house, everything will be an empty yard. There are
weeds, thorns, nuts — all ready land for a home.Now tell me, scholar, what kind of house are
you thinking of? Not a brick-sand-cement house, but a mud house? I fear you, you are the head
of ten villages, and I respect you. No one can disobey when you say one thing.Hanif, you are not
a little man either, and you are a craftsman. Take the immature raw house builder. The building is
a trivial matter; how many mechanics it has, there is no writing. Are there any other potters like
you? Your earthen house will last a hundred years.
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